Reflectometry for the SHM of
existing 2D and 3D structures
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Introduction
Structural Health Monitoring Dates Back Many Years

Human Casualties

• Good performance :
detection, localization and
characterization
• Easy integration

• In some methods an expensive directional coupler
must be used to separate the incident and reflected
signals
• The types of the faults cannot be exactly
distinguished

Economical Losses

Monitoring of
structures affected by
external factors
Aircraft crashes

Overcome
accessibility
limitations, complex
geometries, depth of
xxxxx-hidden damage

SHM

Problematic

broken water pipe
next to electrical cable

Mission aborting
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Benefits of SHM

Near-Term

Determination of damage existence
Determination of damage’s geometric
location
Quantification of damage severity
Prediction of remaining life of the structure

• Existing SHM approaches tend to be highly labor intensive and costly
• Efficient results were obtained by Appling the reflectometry to structures
in 1D (complex wire networks)
• Reflectometry was recently limitedly applied to higher order structures (2D
and 3D)
• In other methods we need access to the whole structure

Property damage Schedule delivery delay

Minimize human
factors with
automated data
analysis

Greater vigilance in
key areas

Steps of SHM

Disadvantages of reflectometry

Advantages of reflectometry

Structural health monitoring (SHM) is the process of
implementing a damage detection and characterization
strategy for engineering structures[𝟏] .

Bridge collapse
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Damage in power plant
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• Elimination of costly & potentially damaging
structural disassembly
• Reduced operating and maintenance costs
• Reduction of inspection time
• Overcome accessibility & depth of flaw
impediments
• Early flaw detection to enhance safety and allow
for less drastic and less costly repairs
• Minimized human factors concerns due to
automated, uniform deployment of SHM sensors
(improved sensitivity)

The idea is to be able to diagnose a defect when it appears or,
better still, predict the appearance of it at the first warning signs.
Damage caused by an airplane
lightning strikes.

The development of new signal processing
algorithms
The optimization
waveforms

Long-Term
• Optimized structural efficiency
• Substitution of condition-based maintenance for
current time-based maintenance practices
SHMS of Tsing Ma Bridge in Hong Kong

How to do SHM in practice ?
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Visual inspection
Vibration based SHM
• Base on human senses
• Subjective/Non-quantitative
Visual inspection

Distributed Sensor
Networks for Structural
Health Monitoring

Thermal infrared test

• Based on the premise that damage
will alter the dynamic properties of the
structure, e.g. structural response,
frequencies, mode shapes, damping or
modal strain energy change
• By measuring the structural response
by means of sensors strategically
placed
on
the
structure,
and
intelligently analyzing these measured
responses, it is possible to identify
damage occurrence (most of sensors
can be wirelessly connected)

Ultra-sonic test

Static based SHM

Non-Destructive Evaluation(NDE)

• Based on the premise that damage
will alter the static properties of the
structure e.g. displacements, rotations
• Considerable static deflection
requires large amount of static force

• Various technologies for different purposes
• The effectiveness of such inspections
depends upon the accessibility of the
structural location to be examined

Reflectometry methods

frequencies

and/or

Stages of our work

SHMS of Canton Tower in Guangzhou

Methods

of

State of the Art: Bibliographic study
Review and test reflectometry on 1D (wire network) structure

(∗)

Modeling in search of a case that interests the industry : Using
CST, create and test 2D and 3D structures (airplanes, pipes..) using
several methods
Adapt Reflectometry from 1D to 2D study and establish
numerical module
Validate the research part and do the experimental part

Results
(∗)
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Original Tested Unknown Faulty Network

Reconstructed Faulty Network

Soft defect detection , location and characterization by solving the inverse problem of the
measured reflectometry response by using optimization algorithms
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